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KFOR SOLDIERS BLOOD DONATION

in Pristina, on 29 Feb 16. Kosovo
Force Medical branch partnered
with the National Blood Transfusion
Centre to host the blood donation
clinic. This was very well attended
by KFOR’S Tactical Manoeuvre
Battalion (KTM) Hungarian and
Portuguese members.
“We would like to express our
special thanks and gratitude to all
the soldiers of KFOR who expressed
their readiness and will to donate
blood with the intent to save a
human life in Kosovo,” said Albana
Gashi, the manager for Promotion
and Information at the BTC.
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Lt. Col. Gilbert Buentello
OF- 4 US-A
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U.S. Army Soldiers deployed
in support of Kosovo Force and
assigned to Multinational Battle
Group-East donated blood to
the National Center for Blood
Transfusion of Kosovo, Feb. 8, 2016,
at Camp Bondsteel, Kosovo.
This was the first blood drive
held on Camp Bondsteel since the
camp opened in 1999. The National
Center for Blood Transfusion of
Kosovo receives an average of 100
requests for blood every day from
local hospitals. The donations are
deposited in the blood center in
Pristina, where they are used for
patients in need, at any medical
center throughout Kosovo.
“The British military had a blood
drive sometime in the last decade for
KFOR, but this is the first one held
by the U.S. at Camp Bondsteel,” said
U.S. Army 1st Lt. Yira Rodriguez,
the operations officer for MNBGE’s Task Force-Medical and Camp
Bondsteel’s hospital.
“We met members of the local
blood center at a U.S. Embassy
blood drive and worked out the
details to hold this one,” Rodriguez
said.
After the success of the Bondsteel
blood donation, a second blood
drive was held in “Camp Slim Lines”
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SACEUR

SACEUR VISITS NATO HEADQUARTERS
IN KOSOVO
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US European Command. His
command is exercised from the
Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers Europe (SHAPE) at
Casteau, Mons, Belgium.
During this visit to KFOR,
General Breedlove was briefed by
Major General Luigi Guglielmo
Miglietta, KFOR Commander
and the international HQ Staff
on the latest developments in
the current security situation in

Kosovo and in the Balkans region.
“It’s very encouraging to see
how KFOR’s contribution to the
stability of the security situation
here has provided the time
and space needed for so much
progress. Certainly there is still
plenty left to be done but the
progress has been notable,” stated
General Breedlove.
General
Breedlove
had
two very informative and
NATO Photo by Mass Communications Specialist 1st Class Danielle Brandt, USN (2)

General Philip M. Breedlove,
Supreme Allied Commander
Europe, visited Kosovo Force
Headquarters
in
Pristina,
Kosovo from 04 to 05 Feb 2016.
In a packed schedule, General
Breedlove had several high level
political and military meetings
during the visit. He also spent
time with KFOR’s troops to
thank them for their work and
commitment to Kosovo.
As Supreme Allied Commander
Europe, General Breedlove is one
of the two strategic commanders
for NATO and the commanding
officer of Allied Command
Operations (ACO). He has a broad
range of responsiblies to NATO’s
Military Committee, the highest
military authority in NATO, for
the overall direction and conduct
of military operations for NATO.
General Breedlove is vastly
experienced fighter pilot by trade,
with over 3,500 flying hours
primarily in the F-16. He leads
all NATO military operations and
is dual-hatted as Commander
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useful meetings with several
ambassadors of contributing
Nations to KFOR’s mission, as
well as the Representatives of the
International Community: EU,
UNMIK, OSCE and EULEX.
“As Kosovo steps forward and
embraces its own future, NATO
will remain committed to doing
its part to contribute to stability
here,” added General Breedlove.
“We will retain a flexible, deterrent
presence and will make changes
only when the security situation
allows.”
Later in the afternoon, General
Breedlove met with the President
of Kosovo and the Prime Minister.
Both President Atifete Jahjaga
and Prime Minister Isa Mustafa
expressed their appreciation
to General Breedlove for the
significant contribution made by
KFOR’s soldiers in maintaining
security and stability in Kosovo.
“KFOR continues to contribute
towards maintaining a safe and
secure environment in Kosovo
and freedom of movement for
all,” said General Breedlove.
Late in the afternoon, a joint
press conference was held with
General Breedlove and Major
General Miglietta. The format
for this press conference was
an opening address by General

NATO Photo by Mass Communications Specialist 1st Class Danielle Brandt, USN (3)

SACEUR

Miglietta that was followed by
an address by General Breedlove.
This event attracted a lot of

interest from the local press
where they had the opportunity
to question both commanders on
both local and strategic issues.
Before
General
Breedlove
departed Kosovo, he took the
opportunity to have breakfast
with KFOR’s personnel where he
chatted informally with the troops
and thanked them for their work.
“I want to thank each and
everyone one of your for all the
hard work you are doing here, we
would not be successful without
your dedication and effort,” he
said.
Maj. Colin Lawlor
OF-3 IRL-A
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CAMP FILM CITY

CAMP FILM CITY MEDICAL DETATCHMENT
You never really think about the medical facilities available when you are deployed overseas … that is of
course until you are sick or injured and need medical attention. Soldiers based in Camp Film City (CFC) are
fortunate to have a very active and capable medical detachment ready to deal will all their medical needs.
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and two ambulances. Additional
elements of the Role 1 medical
support offered in CFC are:
•Advice to the chain of command on
basic occupational and preventative
health issues.
•Routine, daily sick parade and the
management of minor sick and
injured personnel for immediate

return to duty.
•Preparation of casualties for
evacuation to the higher level
treatment within the continuum of
care.
For serious illness or injury patients
will be transferred to KFOR’s Role 3
facility in Prizren. Role 3 provides
a hospital response capability and

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu (2)

This month the Chronicle team
spoke with Capt Della Volpe who
is IC of the Medical Detachment
and detachment 2IC, Lt Dafne
Evangelista.
Capt Della Volpe
explained that the ultimate purpose
of the medical detachment in
CFC is to support KFOR troops
in performing their tasks by
preserving and restoring their
health and operational strength.
“Health is an important force
multiplier and the role we fulfil here
makes an important contribution to
achieving the mission”, he said.
The staff at the Medical Detachment
consists of two doctors, four nurses
and two drivers. Both the doctors
completed their military training at
the Military Academy in Modena
and afterwards went on to complete
their medical degrees. Normal
practice in the medical profession
is
continuous
professional
development and both doctors
are undergoing further study in
their respective chosen medical
fields. The nursing staff too, are
exceptionally well trained and have
completed degree programmes in
the Science of Nursing. They also
routinely undergo currency training
in basic life support and defibrillator
use. The two drivers complete the
CFC Medical Detachment team
and are qualified Emergency First
Responders.
Lt Evangelista highlighted that
“the facility in CFC is a Role 1+
which offers both basic medical
and minor surgical therapies”. She
explained that “Role 1 focuses on
the provision of primary health
care, specialized first aid, triage,
resuscitation and stabilization”. The
facility is equipped with modern
treatment rooms, a pharmacy
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CAMP FILM CITY

secondary health care at theatre
level. Role 3 hospitals are capable of
conducting specialized surgery, care
and providing additional medical
support. Role 4 treatment is the
highest level of medical facility. If
KFOR personnel need treatment in
a Role 4 facility they will be brought
to a Role 4 hospital in Skopje. Role
4 hospitals provide definitive care
specialist surgical and medical
procedures, reconstructive surgery
and rehabilitation. In some cases
patients can be directly evacuated
to their native country if stable
enough to travel.
In addition to their normal
tasks performed by the medical
detachment, they can respond to
medical emergencies within 20km
from CFC. They can be deployed
to assist the local population in the
event of a major emergency. The
team also deliver first aid training
and revision to KFOR’s soldiers.
Occasionally they conduct training
with the KSF in basic first aid
procedures.
The medical facility at CFC is an
important asset and the personnel
employed there, play a significant
role in supporting KFOR’s mission.
In an article about an Italian run
medical facility, it seems appropriate
to leave the final words of this
article to Marcus Tullius Cicero,
one of Rome’s greatest orators when
he commented about life in the
medical profession:
Hominenim ad deos nulla re proprius
accedunt quam salutem hominibus
dando!

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu (3)

(In nothing do men more nearly
approach the gods, than in giving
health to men!)

Maj. Colin Lawlor
OF-3 IRL-A
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DEUCON KFOR

GERMAN KFOR CONTINGENT
COMPUTER DONATION

The quick thinking of OF-2
Johannes and OR-9 Jens with the
help of the logistics staff and IT
Branch “saved” 45 computers for a
good cause. The relief organisation
“Lachen Helfen e.V.” supported the
plan by spending €1215.00 on new
hard disks for the PCs. Founded in
1996, “Lachen Helfen e.V.” supports
the locals in troubled regions both
with urgent minor measures like
providing and distributing shoes,
blankets or coats and with longerterm planning and building projects
such as renovation of schools and
construction of orphanages, schools
or hospitals.
In early January, the recipients of
the newly refurbished computers
were identified. 1500 pupils and the
teaching staff of three schools in
the Prizren area were delighted to
receive the gift of IT equipment.
For its first “mission”, the donation
team left the camp on 14 January
2016 for Novo Selo in the rural
district of Prizren. The sun was
shining above the ridge of the
Sharri mountains and their snowcovered summits. The trip to the
primary school of the village in the
mountains took 30 minutes. The
teachers and pupils gave the men
in camouflage a cordial welcome. A
breathtaking panorama was thrown
in for free. The quick unloading of
the computers, monitors, keyboards
and accessories, and the installation
in the classroom was watched by
the curious eyes of the children. As
a sign of gratitude, the headmaster
Alija Fejza handed over a certificate
to OF-2 Johannes saying “Thank
you very much for this donation”.
8

PICTURE: Carsten Lippisch

This project originated when 45 computers in the German KFOR Contingent (DEUCON KFOR) were due to
be “boarded” in the second half of 2015. These old PCs were destined for the disposal list. Ever resourceful and
willing to cease an opportunity, the S9 CIMIC Branch of DEUCON KFOR 42, proposed to save the equipment
from the scrapheap. They filed an application to retain the computers and refurbish them
for humanitarian purposes.

After taking a group photo, they
returned from the small school to
Camp Prizren.
Following their arrival, the men of
the S6 and S9 Branch immediately
prepared the second donation
campaign. Shortly afterwards,
the vehicles loaded with ten IT
equipment sets were driving again
through the slow-moving traffic of
KFOR CHRONICLE 02/2016

Prizren. This time, the trip ended at
the primary school of the idyllically
situated village of Pousko. There, the
reception committee consisted of 60
pupils and the teaching staff. While
they were still occupied with setting
up the equipment in the classroom,
the headmaster Mujo Elezi handed
over the second certificate of thanks
of that day to OF-2 Johannes. A

DEUCON KFOR

the metal processing machines
originating from Hamburg and
praised the lesson plans prepared
in cooperation with the German
Association
for
International
Cooperation (GIZ). He added
that the practical lessons and the
cooperation with local companies
are
becoming
increasingly
important in order to optimally
prepare the pupils for professional
life. “The German computers will
complement the technical school’s

practical training” he said.
At the end of the day the entire
team of DEUCON KFOR 42 that
participated in this project were left
proud of their achievement, having
made a significant contribution
through creative thinking and
teamwork.
Carsten Lippisch
OF-2 DEU AF

PICTURE: Carsten Lippisch (2)

teacher expressed his thanks in his
own way by playing tunes about
the life of a local shepherd on a
traditional shepherd’s flute. This
was a special emotional moment for
the members of the German project
team.
On 18 January 2016, the technical
school in Prizren recieved 30 “new”
computers. Fortunately, the journey
was not too far on that day. Despite
20 centimetres of fresh snow,
frosty temperatures and icy wind,
everything went according to plan.
The apprentices and the teaching
staff eagerly helped to unload
the vehicles. In two classrooms,
the 30 computers, monitors and
keyboards of the German KFOR
Contingent finally found a new
home. The technical school named
“11 Marsi” (11 March) trains and
educates 1400 pupils in 15 different
technical professions. “Here, the
subject of information technology
is very important for our pupils”
said deputy headmaster Mr. Enver
Bytyqi. The expression of thanks
to the guests in uniform was
followed by a tour of the school.
Mr. Bytyqi proudly presented

KFOR CHRONICLE 02/2016
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“KFOR ANNUAL PHOTO
1 Prize:
st

OR-6 Luigi D‘AURIA
MNBG-W – Italian Contingent
CIMIC Activity near Villaggio
Garibaldi - (Decane)

2nd Prize:

OR- 7 Robert Seme
MNBG-W
Slovenian Contingent
Heli Operations MNBG-W

3rd Prize:

OR-6 Kalkkinen Lauri
Swiss Contingent
Sunset at Golesh Mountain
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„
O COMPETITION 2015

The winners of the KFOR Chronicle Photo Competition were
announced on Wednesday 24 February 2016, at the Public Affairs
Office, Camp Film City. This competition has been ongoing for as long
as the Chronicle is in running and its purpose is to encourage KFOR
personnel to capture images of their deployment in Kosovo.
Chief Public Affairs, Col Francesco Patalano, presented the prizes to the
worthy winners. “This year there was a very large number of entries and
the standard was particularly high” he said.
KFOR CHRONICLE 02/2016
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a visual overview

Pristina, 2 Feb 2016.
KFOR Commander,
Major General
Guglielmo
Luigi Miglietta,
received, at KFOR
Headquarters, the
State Secretary of the
Hungarian Ministry
of Defence, Mr.
Tamas Vargha.

Pristina, 2 Feb 2016.
KFOR Commander,
Major General
Guglielmo
Luigi Miglietta,
welcomed, at KFOR
Headquarters, the
Turkish Chief of the
Army, General Salih
Zeki Colak.

PICTURE: OR-9 Mercuri , OR-5 Denicola (3)

Pristina, 16 Feb 2016.
Head of EU Office
and EU Special
Representative in
Kosovo, Samuel
Žbogar, meets
KFOR Commander,
Major General
Guglielmo Luigi
Miglietta, at KFOR
Headquarters.

12
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a visual overview

Pristina, 16 Feb 2016.
KFOR Commander,
Major General
Guglielmo Luigi
Miglietta, received
the Ambassador of
Croatia to Kosovo,
H.E. Ms Marija
Kapitanovic, at
KFOR Headquarters.

Pristina, 17 Feb 2016.
KFOR Commander,
Major General
Guglielmo Luigi
Miglietta welcomed
the Commander of
U.S. Army Europe,
Lieutenant General
Frederick Benjamin
Hodges and U.S.
Representative for
Ohio, Mr. Mike
Turner.

PICTURE: OR-9 Mercuri , OR-5 Denicola (3)

Pristina, 24 Feb 2016.
Chief of Defence of
Denmark, General
Peter Bartram meets
KFOR Commander,
Major General
Guglielmo Luigi
Miglietta at KFOR
Headquarters.
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AUSTRIAN CONTINGENT

CHARITY EVENT IN SUPPORT OF
‘SOS CHILDREN’S VILLAGES PRISTINA’
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the SOS families in SOS Children’s
Village Pristina. The children grow
up with their brothers and sisters in
SOS families.
•Care for abandoned babies: For
babies who are abandoned at birth
in hospitals, SOS organise families
to care for them until a long-term
solution can be found.

•Education: The SOS Kindergarten
provides high quality early years
education for children while their
parents go to work or receive
training.
The title of the charity night
was ‘Hüttengaudi’ and the theme
centred on replicating an Alpine ski
party, complete novelty games and

PICTURE: OR-5 Denicola (2)

The 33rd Austrian Contingent
organised a charity event in
support of the ‘SOS Children’s
Villages’, on 20 Feb 2016. This
initiative was driven by the desire
of the Austrian Contingent to help
homeless children in Kosovo. ‘SOS
Children’s Villages’ runs a variety of
programmes to support children,
young people and families in
Kosovo including:
•Family-strengthening
programme: Social centres work
in cooperation with local agencies
in order to assist children who are
at risk of losing the care of their
family. Each family has different
needs so ‘SOS Children’s Villages’
provide them with material goods
and with access to services. They
also offer support and counselling,
and help parents find a job.
•Care in families: Children whose
parents cannot take care of them
will find a loving home in one of

KFOR CHRONICLE 02/2016

AUSTRIAN CONTINGENT

evening with a popular playlist of
Austrian Apres Ski hits.
The
Austrian
Contingent
organisers held several ‘novelty’
events including a ‘guess the weight’
and ‘nail hammering’ challenge. The
most popular event of the evening
was the highly contested ‘Legal
Wood Cutting’. This event consisted
of a two person team using a crosscutting saw to cut through a legally
imported Austrian tree trunk!
This competition was won by the

Austrian team, followed closely in
2nd place by a highly trained team
of Ukrainian lumberjacks and 3rd
place went to the much fancied US
team!
Congratulations to the Austrian
Contingent for organising such a
successful event. They raised €1,450
for this very worthy cause.

Maj. Colin Lawlor
OF-3 IRL-A

PICTURE: OR-5 Denicola (3)

challenges. The Austrian NSE was
decorated to look like a ski chalet
– with a bar constructed of wood,
where both alcoholic and nonalcoholic cocktails were served.
Traditional food such as ‘Tiroler
Gröstl’ (a delicious dish of roasted
potatoes, ham and onion), snacks
and ‘Gluhwein’ were sold to raise
the much needed funds for this
deserving charity.
Entertainment was provided by
three different performers. Two
DJs played an eclectic mix of
contemporary popular and disco
music. ‘DJ RZO’ from the US Army
got the party going with a dance and
contemporary hits. It wasn’t long
before the dance floor was hopping!
This was followed by the main
act of the evening where a large
crowd gathered to hear KFOR’s star
attraction - Italian Army, Warrant
Officer, Danilo Grimieri de Ioanni.
Danilo as always, gave a show
stopping performance. He wowed
the crowd as he dipped into the
classics of artists such as Joe Cocker,
Dire Straits, Barry White, Jimmy
Hendrix and Louis Armstrong. An
electric energy seemed to pulse
through the crowd as Danilo belted
out classic after classic, with each
song tripping over the other for
supremacy.
After
Danilo’s
performance,
entertainment was passed on to the
Austrian Contingent’s own resident
DJ - ‘DJ Tomahawk’. He concluded
the musical entertainment for the

KFOR CHRONICLE 02/2016
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KTM

REFLECTIONS ON ALPHA COMPANY’S
TOUR OF DUTY

Being an officer in Alpha Company
is challenging on a daily basis. I have
enjoyed the opportunity to organize
and coordinate the company’s
tasks in a real theater with a
multinational atmosphere. I think
the most important lesson I learned
here is to integrate all elements
and nationalities into one unit. It
is required from every member of
the company both Portuguese and
Hungarian, to understand and focus
on our mission in order to conduct
it to the best of our ability. It was
gratifying to sense the cohesion and
team spirit building, to achieve the
Company’s mission.
It was not always “plain sailing” as
the saying goes. We had to overcome
some
difficulties
associated
with working in a multinational
environment. Through focusing
on our communication, mutual
respect and celebrating our
diversity, these difficulties were
overcome. Based on my experiences
here, communication is the most
important element to achieve
when working with others. In a
multinational company it is essential
to be familiar with the other nation’s
habits, culture, and traditions.
This develops a mutual respect
16

that can help to avoid the
conflict and allow a good
atmosphere in social and
work settings. Learning
about our multinational
partner’s country, customs
and way of life should
be encouraged to better
understand each other’s
perspective.
There is a wide scale of
responsibilities in the field
of military logistics. To
accomplish these tasks,
it is necessary to harness
the combined knowledge
of all the Company’s
functional areas. If we
know the potential of each
soldier, we can optimize
human resources, towards
a common goal.
My abiding lesson is to
remain loyal to military
values
and
practice
them in all activities. As
someone taught me a few
months ago, if you follow
the military principles of
loyalty, chain of command
and professionalism; as an
officer you won’t go too far
wrong!
So I can describe my first
multinational
mission,
representing
Portugal
and NATO, as a great
experience. I know that I
will benefit a lot from this
experience in my career as
an officer in the Portuguese
Army.
Lt. Rafael Massano
OF-1 PORT-A
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PICTURE: KTM (4)

Alpha Company is a multinational support and supply company in KFOR’s Tactical Manoeuvre Battalion
(KTM). The Company supports the operations of KTM and ensures all daily logistic activities in Camp Slim
Lines are effectively conducted.

MNBG-W

KILO AND INDIA COY IN THE MNBG-W
FRAMEWORK

arduous training phase to prepare
them for operations with KFOR.
This training has continued in
theatre where Kilo and India
Companies recently spent several
days training in freedom of
movement violation incidents.
These exercises are based on
realistic scenarios where problem
solving and tactics techniques and
procedures are practiced and tested.
They also recently conducted
crowd riot control training that
focused on fire phobia drills and
helicopter medical evacuation
procedures, in several training areas
alongside KFOR bases.
The
Slovenian
Contingent
performs synchronized patrols on
a daily basis close in coordination
with the Kosovo Police (KP) to
ensure security at Visoky Decane

Monastery and throughout MNBGW’s area of operation. “Kilo and
India Companies can be deployed
throughout Kosovo as a Quick
Reaction Force (QRF) if required –
it’s part of our skillset” commented
India Company Commander Lt
Klemen.
Kilo Company Commander Capt
Dumic added that “the Slovenian
troops are fully trained, equipped
and determined to accomplish in
the proper way all the tasks assigned
according to the MNBG-W HQ
requests”. He added that “we are
proud to be an active contributor in
the multinational brotherhood of
many nations, untied for the same
reason: united for peace”.
Capt. Alessandro Eterno
OF-2 ITA-A

PICTURE: OR7 Robert Seme (2)

The Slovenian Contingent based
in camp “Villaggio Italia” is one
of the most robust and deployable
elements in Multinational Battle
Group West (MNBG-W). Kilo and
India Companies are comprised
entirely of Slovenian troops with
101 personnel in each Company
and five personnel deployed with
the MNBG-W HQ. They deployed
to Kosovo late November 2015 and
will remain for six months. They
are fully integrated into MNBG-W.
Slovenian, Moldovan, Italian and
Austrian soldiers all together are
committed to work in partnership,
to achieve MNBG-W’s mission of
maintaining freedom of movement
and
a
secure
environment
throughout Kosovo.
Prior to their deployment the
Slovenian soldiers endured an

KFOR CHRONICLE 02/2016
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CULTURAL CORNER

NOVOBRDO – THE CASTLE OF ARTANA

In mid-February the Chronicle team set off on a short trip to the ancient site of NOVOBRDO that is located
approximately 40km south east of Pristina, on the way to Gnjilane. Set high in the mountains of the Novo
Brdo region, the drive through the beautiful undulating countryside is an added bonus
on the way to visit this impressive edifice.

18

stones. The vast suburbs outside
the city walls expanded to the east
and southeast provided homes for
the craftsmen and mine workers.
The population at its height was
estimated to exceed 6,720 people
and the work attracted outsiders

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu (2)

Between the 14th and 15th
century, Novo Brdo was a large
and busy settlement. The landscape
at that time was dominated by the
medieval Novo Brdo fortress also
known as the Castle of Artana. This
fortress was built on the top of an
extinct volcano cone, the remains of
which can be visited today.
Since 1952, the site was subject
to much archaeological excavation
which unveiled a fascinating history.
Ceramic and bronze artefacts dating
back to the 3rd and 4th centuries BC
were discovered. Archaeological
excavations have also unearthed
the remains of a cathedral, “He
Paraskevi” and the remains of a
Saxon church. The layout of the
settlement was also deduced which
revealed that the fortress consisted
of two parts: the Upper Town and
the Lower Town. It is composed of
eight rectangular towers (six in the
Upper Town and two in the Lower
Town), three gates (two in the Upper
Town and one in the Lower Town),
and a large dry moat around most
of the walls (from the north point
of Upper Town to the north point
of Lower Town to the south point
of Lower Town). The Upper Town
has an irregular hexagonal shape.
The Lower Town fans out towards
the west down the slope of the
hill. A dry moat wraps around the
fortress from the west to the north.
There was also a source of fresh
drinking water inside the fortress
– with deep wells still visible today.
The fortress had all the features of
a town including living quarters,
worship places, wells, workshops
and markets. An interesting feature
of the sympathetically restored
outer walls of the fortress is a large
cross that is visibly built into the

such as Saxon miners and Venetian
traders.
It is believed that the fortress was
built in the early 14th century to
protect the gold, silver, iron and
KFOR CHRONICLE 02/2016

lead mines which were abundant
throughout the area. The fortress
was thought at one point to have
dated back to the time of the
Serbian Empire. There were mines
and smelting furnaces for iron,

CULTURAL CORNER

men of any distinguished rank
or importance were decapitated
under orders of Sultan Mehmed II.
An estimated 320 boys were taken
to become janissaries (devşirme).
Approximately 700 girls and
young women were taken to serve
as wives of Ottoman soldiers and
their commanders. The siege and
its aftermath were described in
Memoirs of a janissary, written in
1490—1501 by Novo Brdo resident
Konstantin Mihailović, who was
one of the boys taken.
Near the fortress there is a beautiful
mosque made in wood and stone
with the adjacent minaret in which
is possible to enter and climb to the
top.
Exploitation of the surrounding
mines continued under Ottoman
administration, though operations
were significantly diminished due
to the lack of professional work
force and deteriorating conditions
which had caused a steep decline of
the town since 1455.
What followed was a period of
decline and conflict that eventually
lead to its demise. The AustrianOttoman war of 1689 resulted in a
mass migration out of the area. The
fortress suffered significant damage
in 1892, when the Turks used its
KFOR CHRONICLE 02/2016

well-made stones to build barracks
in Pristina.
Unfortunately, illegal digging for
artefacts, treasure hunting and
careless plundering has damaged
the archaeological integrity of the
site. Nevertheless, it remains an
impressive site to visit on a fine
day, where the panoramic views
can transport the visitor back to its
heyday!
Maj. Colin Lawlor
OF-3 IRL A
&
Lt Col Claudio Manieri
OF-4 ITA-A

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu (2)

lead, gold and silver ores. In 1450
the mines of Novo Brdo were
producing 6,000kg of silver per
year which was very impressive,
even by today’s standards. The
historical sources, as well as the
minting of coins testify to the fame
of the city between the fourteenth
and fifteenth century. According
Bertrandon de la Broquière, in the
years 1440, the despot of Serbia,
Djurad Branković made an annual
profit of 200,000 dukat (gold coins)
from the production of the mines.
Especially valuable was the that
contained up to 33% gold.
Due to large amounts of highquality silver, trade ties of Novo
Brdo extended far beyond the
Balkan Peninsula, especially to the
west across the Adriatic Sea to Italy
and beyond. Suburbs extended to
the rivers Kriva Reka (which was
known as Topolnica at the time)
and Prilepnica. The approach
to Novo Brdo was defended by
castles in Prizrenac and Prilepac.
Contemporary
sources
also
mention the existence of a hospital
owned by the Catholic church.
In 1455, the Ottomans attacked
Novo Brdo and with the use of
heavy artillery, forced the besieged
to surrender on 1 June 1455. All
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Chief Public Affairs Office &
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February 2016

Contribute to the
KFORChronicle!

Just send your photos to:
kforchronicle@hq.kfor.nato.int by the 25th
of the month explaining where you took the
photo and what equipment you used. We will
then select one of the submitted images and
publish it in the next edition of the Chronicle.
You will be immortalised in the KFOR
Chronicle!
Is that not something to be proud of?
Sincerely
The Chronicle Team
KFOR CHRONICLE 02/2016

“Kosovo Landscape”
Equipment Used:
Canon 7D Mark II
f/22 1/80s
ISO-400
Giovanni PERNA
OR6 ITA Army

PROFILES

Military Education: I joined the Greek Army in 1990 and trained at the Military NCO Academy in Trikala. On completion of
my training I was promoted to Sergeant. My first posting was to
a Cavalry Corps Unit in Athens for two years. I then trained in
specialist Cavalry courses at Avlonas Camp that is approximately
70 Km outside Athens. I served in various units throughout my
career and this included a two year posting to Naples PAO and
also PAO in the Hellenic Army General Staff. I was promoted
from the NCO ranks to the Officer ranks in 2010. In the same
year I served in Camp Bondsteel as Greek LNO in the JOC for a
six month tour of duty.
About the Mission: My role here is Guard Liaison Officer to the
HSG. I am the link between the Greek Guard and the HSG at
Camp Film City. I find the job to be very interesting and I enName: Konstantinos K arakasidis joy working in a multi-national environment. I made some great
friends here in particular with the Irish Contingent where I have
Rank:
OF-1 been made an honorary member!
Nationality:
Unit:

Greek Family Reaction: I am married to Michaela and we have two
Greek Guard

daughters Chryssa 21 years and Maria 19 years. We stay in touch
through Skype and I was home on leave for a break after three
months in the mission area.
Hobbies: I enjoy martial arts in particular Wing Tsun which is
a form of Kung Fu. I like music, soccer and traditional Greek
dancing.

Military Education: I joined the Italian Army in 1992 and trained in the Cavalry School at Cesano di Roma. I worked in several units including RGT Cavalleggeri Guide (19th) as a Platoon
Commander, 131st Tank RGT as a Company Commander, S3
with HQ 2nd FOD in the South of Italy and 4th Tank RGT as S1.
I have served in Bosnia and Kosovo three time in each and also in
Iraq, Lebanon and Afghanistan.
About the Mission: I like working in the PAO and I enjoy working in the media field.
Name:

Giuseppe Celletti

Rank:

OF-3

Nationality:
Unit:

Italian

Family Reaction: I am married to Silvia and we have two children, Giulia 12 years and Iacopo 9 years. We stay in contact by
phone, email and Skype.
Hobbies: I like all sports especially soccer and skiing. I also enjoy
reading and I am an excellent cook!

PAO KFOR HQ
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BEWARE

RISKS OF ANIMALS BITES

Animals in this environment present many dangers and you should be aware of this before deciding
to approach cat, dogs or foxes …

1. Risk of bacterial infections:
Animal bites can easily get infected by
the presence of bacteria in their mouth.
These bacteria are transmitted to the
victim through contact of the animal
saliva with the wound. Several factors
could contribute to the development
of the infection: type of wound; time
elapsed; anatomic location and health
state of the victim.
2. Risk of tetanus:
The risk of being infected by tetanus is remote. Tetanus
is an infectious disease caused by a bacteria lying in the
soil, which can cause musculo-skeletal disorders and can
lead to death.
3. Risk of rabies:
Every mammal can transmit rabies, but the most
contagious are cats, dogs, foxes, rabbits, cows
and horses. Rabies symptoms do not present
until 3-4 days before the death of the casualty. In
the terminal state the victim can present: fever,
confusion, agitation, hydrophobia (fear of water),
hypersalivation, headache, insomnia. This disease
is always lethal if not treated, for this reason when
a non-domestic animal bite occurs it is always
necessary to contact a doctor for a medical check.
4. Treatment:
Wash the wound with current water to immediately.
Remove the bacteria lying on the tissue. In most of the
cases, keeping the wound clean, in people with a strong
immune system, is sufficient to avoid the administration
of antibiotics.
5. Prevention:
Animals, both domestic and wild, can always have unpredictable reactions, however
to avoid the risk of being bitten follow this advice:
- do not approach an animal if you do not know it
- do not touch or caress the animal
- do not disturb an animal having its meal, sleeping or feeding its young
- do not startle or frighten an animal
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SUDOKU & RADIO K4

Medium

Slightly

Rules:

Solutions January2016

The standard consists of a grid Sudoku field with 3 × 3 blocks, which are
each divided into 3 × 3 fields, a total
MEDIUM

digits 1 to 9 are registered (“targets“).

VERY DIFFICULT

some of these fields at the beginning

SLIGHTLY

of 81 fields in 9 rows and 9 columns. In

DIFFICULT

Very difficult

Difficult

The task is to fill in the blanks of the
puzzle so that in each of nine rows,
columns and blocks of each digit from
1 to 9 appears only once.
The three areas (row, column, block)
are equally units or groups.
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